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Given the current growing interest in poultry production in Canada, a focus was developed towards
providing the optimal thermal comfort and air quality for poultry production facilities. A geothermal heat
pump (GHP) system was proposed to allow for a consistent source of heating (winter) and partial cooling
(summer) regardless of the ventilation requirement of the facility. The thesis focuses on analysing a poultry
barn through developing and performing a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) study for a barn in
Woodstock, Ontario. The CFD model was used to analyze the air distribution and velocity within the facility
ensuring the birds are within their thermal comfort zone.
The CFD simulations showed that, generally, the poultry within the facility are within the thermal comfort
temperature range (20˚C-23˚C). However, the air velocity profiles were out of the chicken’s thermal
comfort range (1.5 ms-1 – 2 ms-1) due to lower ventilation in the winter, and higher ventilation in the summer
seasons. Integrating a GHP system would allow for more heating and higher ventilation rates during the
winter as well as cooling and lower ventilation rates in the summer, ensuring the poultry are within the
recommended thermal comfort ranges.
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1. Introduction
The current increase in animal protein demand in the world is directly proportional to our ever-increasing
population. Poultry is one of the leading animal protein sources and hence why there is an interest in
enhancing the poultry production efficiencies. One of the main environmental issues currently facing
poultry production facilities in North America is the air quality within barns due to gaseous emissions of
ammonia, carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide along with emissions of particulate matter (PM). Bacterial
decomposition of organic waste, bird respiration, and incomplete combustion of fossil fuels are the primary
sources of the gases in poultry layer barns [1]. Mostly PM is made up of a complex blend of liquid and
solid materials from the barn such as feed, dander, skin, excretory product, bedding material, feathers, and
microorganisms [2] [3]. Continuous ventilation is required to remove the produced gases and PM and
introduce fresh air into the barn to improve the overall air quality.
Ventilation standards are suggested by the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA)
to provide the birds with sufficient fresh air, decreasing the concentration of the harmful pollutants within
the barn [4]. According to OMAFRA, the ventilation rate for broiler hens in the winter is approximately
0.51m3 hr-1 per bird (0.3 Cubic foot per minute (CFM) per bird), while during summer, it gets up to roughly
20.4m3 hr-1 per bird (12 CFM bird-1) [4].
In Canada, farmers tend to set the ventilation rate to lower levels (lower than the OMAFRA suggested
standards) to preserve the barns' heat during the winter season and lessen the fresh air's heating requirement.
Insufficient ventilation causes an accumulation in the concentration of pollutants (ammonia, carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, and PM), which had the potential to increase the morbidity and mortality rates
of the birds.
The heating load associated with heating cold fresh air and electricity costs of running the ventilation fans
represent one of the main operating expenses during the winter season in Canada. Typical poultry barn
heating systems consist of radiant gas tube heaters or box heaters that operate on natural gas or propane.
The interest in this research was developed due to the lack of studies analysing and calculating the yearly
energy demands of poultry production. This thesis focuses on studying poultry barns by developing a barn
specific Computational fluid mechanics (CFD) model. This study focuses on exploring increasing the
ventilation rate within the winter by adding a Geothermal Heat Pump System (GHPS) to act as a
complementary heating source to the incoming air. The GHPS could also be used to cool the incoming air
in the summer hence decreasing the high ventilation rate demands.
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CFD modeling allows a more flexible range of testing and control over different boundary conditions while
integrating experimental data ensuring the model is case-specific. The barn's geometry, ventilation rates,
ambient temperature, and barn set point temperature are examples of collected experimental data used
within the CFD model. CFD models provide solutions and data for each point within the computational
domain, making it easier to compare experimental data results from data collecting stations. The
comparison with experimental data provided a level of validation and verification of the CFD model's
chosen boundary conditions and input data.
CFD models and simulations have been introduced to predict how different ventilation rates and ambient
temperatures affect air behavior and movements in the ventilated space. Applying such a concept to
livestock barns would allow for a better understanding of how different ventilation rates during different
seasons affect the birds' comfort levels by studying the facility's air distribution. The birds are in their best
condition when they are within their thermal comfort zone. Thermal comfort is a function of the barn's
interior environment. Hence, it can be achieved by controlling the barn's environmental parameters with a
setpoint temperature ranging from 21 - 23˚C [5], an air velocity of 1.5 - 2.0m s-1 [6] and a relative humidity
(RH) of 53% [7]. The study focuses on ensuring the birds are within their thermal comfort while allowing
for well-balanced continuous ventilation between all the seasons, to decrease the harmful buildup of
pollutant concentrations.

1.1 Research Objectives
This research aims to identify the energy distribution within a study poultry barn during extreme cases
(winter’s coldest day and summer’s hottest day), while ensuring that the birds are within their thermal
comfort zones. CFD model was created for two different cases (Winter, and Summer Season case)
simulating the two different ventilation scenarios covered in a typical year. The CFD model is used to study
the temperature and wind speed profile at the bird level (approximately 30 cm above the floor), ensuring
that they are within their thermal comfort zone. A broiler-breeder barn located in southern Ontario was used
as a sample barn to verify the CFD model parameters and boundary conditions.

1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2: Literature Review explores and analyses the available literature in two subsections. The first
subsection will discuss the energy balances and assumptions used to calculate the energy load requirement
of poultry barns. The second subsection provides a review of the assumptions, geometrical simplifications,
and boundary conditions applied when setting up a CFD model for various poultry barns.
Chapter 3 describes the facility used in this study including the facility's parameters, ventilation, and bird
information.
2

Chapter 4 presents the methodology used to conduct CFD analysis such as the 3D model set up on ANSYS
FLUENT and the parameters used to set up the simulation.
Chapter 5 provides a set of results from the CFD Simulation. The CFD simulation results are in the form
of contours and graphs representing the temperature and the wind velocity profiles over different barn
dissections.
Chapter 6 provides the conclusions of the work presented in this thesis, while Chapter 7 offers some
recommendations on how to improve the level of accuracy of future results.
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2. Literature Review
Studying the interior climate and air distribution is desirable when designing a poultry barn. The two main
attributes that affect the barn's internal environment are the air temperature and velocity within the barn.
The barn's temperature is a function of the heat dissipated by the poultry and the temperature difference
between the ambient temperature (Ta) and the barn temperature (Tsetpoint). In contrast, the air's velocity is a
function of the circulation fans and the ventilation rate. Understanding the temperature and velocity profiles
would allow the thermal comfort zone of the birds to be optimized at reduced operating costs while
enhancing the barn's air quality and reducing their morbidity and mortality rates.

2.1 Poultry Ventilation Systems
Typical poultry barn ventilation designs include naturally and mechanically ventilated systems. Natural
ventilation systems rely on the barn's temperature profile to recirculate and exchange the air inside the
facility [8]. The poultry tends to emit sensible heat, which heats the air at the bottom of the barn. As the air
gets warm, it rises (due to its lower density) and gets replaced by colder air from the top of the barn (near
the ceiling space) [8]. At the top of the barn, the warm air escapes to the outside through ceiling openings,
creating a pressure drop within the facility [8]. The pressure drop allows fresh air to come inside the barn
through the sidewall openings, providing the barn with its necessary ventilation needs [8].
Mechanical ventilation systems rely on sidewall ventilation/exhaust fans that create a slight negative
pressure within the poultry production facility when functioning [8]. The negative pressure is then
neutralized by air coming through the designed inlets (usually placed on the barn ceiling or along the upper
perimeter of the longer sidewalls) [8].

2.2 Box-Model Energy Analysis
Many poultry barns require the inside of the barns to be heated in the winter. In the summer, temperatures
are often above the thermal comfort zone of the birds, and ventilation is maximized. A sustainable energy
solution such as geothermal energy can be used to augment the gas heaters currently used in many barns in
the winter and potentially also supply cooling in the summer. Several recent studies ( [9], [10], [11], [12],
and [13]) performed a thermal/energy analysis of the poultry barn to understand the thermal loading and
requirements better. Other studies ( [14], [15], [16], [17], and [18]) have focused on integrating renewable
energy sources into poultry barn HVAC systems. The integrated renewable energy-based HVAC systems
were used to either substitute or decrease the heat load required from the currently used fossil fuel-based
options. This literature review analyzes the methods used in the literature to study the heat balance model
of the study barn. The box-model study would help verify the boundary conditions applied to the CFD
model.
4

2.2.1 Barn Energy Balance
Table 1 below presents a summary of the cited papers, including the type of poultry operations, the
assumptions employed, and the various findings. All papers discussed a poultry barn energy balance, with
an agreement on the primary source of heat gain as the sensible heat energy emitted by the birds in the barn.
Similarly, there was consensus on the leading cause of losses as the energy lost through ventilation and the
breaches in wall and roof insulations. A detailed summary discussing the methodology and finding of each
literature is available below in this section.
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Table 1: Summary of Poultry Barn Energy Analysis and/or Box-Models Studies
Author

Type of Facility

Assumptions

Summary/Findings

-

-

The primary heat sources were the birds, the barn lighting, and
the heating system (uniform heating across the barn)

Hamilton et al.,
2016 [9]

Broiler barn

Minimum ventilation duration and frequency was defined as a

roughly 40%-90%
-

function of the broiler's age
-

Ventilation was utilized to control the moisture within the barn keeping it at

The simulation showed a good correspondence to the barn since it was
validated by the temperature (5.8% difference) and humidity (6.3% difference)
predictions.

The walls of the barns had negligible insulation while the floor
was consisting of compacted earth or concrete slab

Baxevanou et al.,

Broiler barns (8 in

2017 [10]

total)

Sources of heat losses were assumed to be through ventilation

-

and wall insulation

energy consumptions (heat load) by applying an energy balance

The sources of heat gain were solely the heat generated from the

-

birds' metabolism

2018 [11]

Recommended that old barns should increase their insulation by 5-6 cm to
decrease the heat load

Matveev et al.,

Performed an energy audit for 8 barns to develop an understanding of the

Setup two methods to calculate the amount of air leaving the barn through
infiltrations. Later used to calculate barn heat losses.

Broiler barn

N/A

-

Checking the barn for infiltrations and fixing them would help decrease the
barn's heating load requirements

Wang et al.,
2018 [12]

Main heat gain was birds sensible heat and solar gain, while

-

main losses were through insulation and ventilation
Layer henhouses

-

Barn's humidity and ventilation rate were controlled/monitored

Ventilation rate decreased by 7.1% upon increasing the stocking density from
133% to 166% of the full barn capacity

-

by the desired temperature setpoint

Increasing the roof insulation to 1400 mm in thickness resulted in increasing
the indoor temperature by 1.5ºC inside the barn in comparison to the original
110 mm

Wang et al.,
2019 [13]

Layer henhouses
-

Primary sources of heat gain are the layers and lighting, while

-

Used thermal imaging to find leaks and breaches within the walls

heat gain through operating machines was ignored

-

Validated the simulation by showing little change upon comparing simulated
temperature and relative humidity to the measured values from the barn

Beijing's TMY data was used as the ambient temperature
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Hamilton et al., 2016 [9], performed an energy analysis of a broiler barn by creating a thermodynamic
model and validating it through comparison to experimental data collected at the barn. The barn considered
was a single-story barn with a long and narrow stud frame-like structure to allow for the tunnel derived air
exchange [9]. The walls of the barns historically had little to no insulation, with the floors consisting of
compacted earth or concrete slab. The barn's primary heat sources were the birds, the barn lighting, and the
heating system. Most barn ventilation schemes are either natural or forced ventilation systems. Industrialscale agriculture has favored forced ventilation since it allows for better control of the barn's ventilation
rates. Due to its economic importance, the only type of ventilation considered in this paper was forced
ventilation. Hamilton et al., 2016 [9] created a thermodynamics model that accounted for the heat emitted
by the flock of 18,600 birds, the building heat loss, and the system moisture. Minimum ventilation duration
and frequency were defined as a function of the broiler's age, while increased supplementary ventilation
cycles kicked in as the broilers grew older. The heating system was assumed to provide uniform heating
across the barn, with the heat rate defined as a function of the difference between the ambient and the barn's
setpoint temperatures. The heat gain or loss calculated was later validated through collected data from
temperature and humidity sensors allocated at various barn spots. As the birds grew in mass, the heat
requirements decreased. Since the barn was a controlled environment, the humidity was less than the
atmospheric value. Ventilation was utilized to control the moisture within the barn keeping it at roughly
40%-90% [9]. The simulation displayed a good correspondence to the actual barn with the difference
between predicted and actual temperatures being 5.8% and, similarly, for humidity, a difference of 6.3%.
Baxevanou et al., 2017 [10] focused their research on providing an operational rating of a poultry barn by
performing an energy audit for eight broiler farms located in central Greece. The energy audit was
conducted to gain an understanding of the energy consumption distribution within broiler barns. The
developed model was an analytical tool to approximate the energy consumption distribution while inputting
the desired barn temperature setpoint and the actual ventilation rate. Baxevanou et al., 2017 [10] started by
collecting barn specific data by visiting the barns and interviewing the farmers. An energy balance was then
performed, with the energy losses being the energy lost through the building walls and through ventilation.
Simultaneously, the only heat gain accounted for was the heat generated from the birds' metabolism. It was
recommended that the barns should increase the thickness of their insulation, especially for old
(mountainous) barns (5-6 cm in thickness), to decrease the energy losses and therefore decrease the heat
load requirement of the barn.
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Similar to Baxevanou et al., 2017 [10], Matveev et al., 2018 [11] performed a case study on the feasibility
of a broiler barn's insulation of walls and roofs. The study was conducted to measure the heat losses through
the building structure and infiltrations by measuring the gas escaping the leaks or infiltrations using a gas
flow meter. The heat losses were also be found by calculating the volume of flow supplied by a gas
generator to make up for the air lost through the infiltrations. Matveev et al., 2018 [11] provided an energy
audit instruction for the barn, which was used to locate the barn's infiltrations and sources of energy losses.
They determined that such infiltrations, if fixed, would decrease the heat losses within the barn, and hence
a lower heat load would be needed to maintain the barn setpoint temperature.
Wang et al., 2018 [12] performed a heat analysis on a poultry house located in China to study the impact
of various barn parameters such as stocking density (measured in number of hens) and indoor temperature
on ventilation rate and balance temperature. The study focused on the winter season and created an energy
balance on EXCEL to calculate the heating load requirement. The poultry's sensible heat was the primary
heating gain along with solar heat gain through the exterior walls and roof. In comparison, the leading
energy losses were through insulation and ventilation. The ventilation rate was reduced by roughly 7.1%
due to changing the stocking density from 133% to 166% of the total barn capacity. It was also noticed that
the balance temperature dropped by 1˚C upon increasing the roof insulation from 110 mm to 1400 mm. The
model was validated by comparing the numerical data to experimental data from two commercial barns
Wang et al., 2019 [13], performed an energy study on a layer hen house in Beijing, China. Pressure sensors
and thermal imaging were used to find the leaks and breaches within the walls/insulation, which were later
sealed to decrease the heat losses. Wang et al., 2019 [13] determined that the primary source of heat gain
in the barn was the sensible heat emitted by the layers, and the energy emitted through the lighting (heat
gains from the running machinery were ignored). All dimensions and materials used to build the barn were
modeled in AutoCAD. A typical meteorological year (TMY) for Beijing in 2017 was developed by the
Data Center of the China Meteorological Administration and Tsinghua University, which was used to
estimate the ambient temperature and calculate the required thermal load. Wang et al., 2019 [13] created
the Developed Simulation Toolkit (DeST), which was validated by showing little to no deviation when
comparing the barn's simulated temperature and relative humidity with the measured values.
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2.2.2 Renewable Energy in Poultry Barns
During the recent years there has been a shift in the global energy market, with countries shifting from the
dependency on fossil fuel sources to renewable energies resources to reduce their carbon footprint.
Renewable energies are usually in the form of solar, wind, hydro and geothermal energy sources. As of
2018 statistics presented by Canada Energy Regulator, renewable energies contributed to approximately
38% and 68% of Ontario’s and Canada’s electricity generation, respectively [19]. From 2010 to 2019, as
per the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), Canada have increased its renewable energy
production by approximately 15% (from 370,749 GWh to 427,970 GWh) [20]. Due to the low operating
and maintenance costs of running renewable energy-based HVAC systems, the following literature is used
to explore the possibility of integrating it in poultry barns.
As seen in Table 2 below, Choi et al., 2012 [14], Fawaz et al., 2014 [15] Morshed et al., 2018 [16], Gurler
et al., 2018 [17], and Cui et al., 2019 [18] all utilized various heat transfer concepts. They utilized the
difference in temperature between a source (renewable energy sources such as solar and geothermal) and a
heat transfer fluid running through a heat exchanger to heat the barn's intake air. The literature concluded
that using renewable energy, such as a heat generation sources, improved the barn's air quality due to the
decrease in greenhouse gas emissions. The increase in the air quality is caused by the increase in ventilation
rates and hence decrease in the ammonia concentration within the facility. More detailed summary of each
papers methodology and findings is available below in this section.
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Table 2: Summary of the literature that used renewable energy technologies in poultry barns
Author

Choi et al.,
2012 [14]

Fawaz et al.,
2014 [15]

Type of

Renewable

Facility

Implemented

Broiler barn

Layer barn

Morshed
et al., 2018

Poultry barn

[16]

Technology

Summary/findings

-

Implemented a GHP system to preheat the air inlet

Geothermal Heat Pump

-

The GHP was able to heat the air from freezing to 16˚C

(GHP)

-

Better air quality was noticeable inside the barn due to the decrease in dependency on diesel

-

Lower bird mortality rate due to the better air quality

-

Implemented solar-powered HVAC system

-

Solar concentrators were used to heat the circulating heat transfer fluid used in the heat exchanger.

-

The solar heating system was able to provide about 75% of the average heat load

-

Designed and compared the performance of two underground embedded earth-to-air heat exchangers used to supply

Solar Collectors

Geothermal Heat
Exchangers

the barn with required cooling and heating
-

It was determined that the wet soil around the pipes had a higher COP (1.7 more) than that of dry soil

-

The photovoltaic thermal arrays (PVT) were used to meet the electrical requirement of the GHP system while also
supplying a portion of the required heating load at the barn using a polyethylene heat exchanger (PHE)

Gurler et al.,
2018 [17]

Poultry barn

The main two aspects that affected the efficiency of the GHP system were the soil temperature (varies by soil depth)
and the thermal diffusivity, which is dependent on several soil parameters such as soil type, density, and water

GHP and Photovoltaic

composition

Thermal Arrays
-

The solar array was able to produce 984 kWh of energy supply and approximately 1300 kWh of electrical energy
(almost enough to power the GHP system fully) over two months of autumn (October and November 2017)

Cui et al.,
2019 [18]

Broiler barn

Photovoltaic, Thermal
collectors, and GHP

-

GHP provided around 3700 kWh, which, along with the PVT, was enough to meet the heat load of the barn

-

Was able to provide up to 80% of the birds' heat load by applying a hybrid of photovoltaic technology and thermal
collectors

-

GHP can provide approximately 30-70% savings in comparison to fossil fuel heaters/sources

-

GHP allowed for better air quality (2,150 ppm of CO2) in comparison to fossil fuel-run heating systems (3,561 ppm
of CO2)
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Choi et al., 2012 [14] performed a comparative study between a conventional broiler barn that used diesel
as a fuel for the heating system and a GHP as a heating source. The GHP system was installed in a
commercial broiler barn in Chonbuk Province of Korea. The GHP system was used to preheat the inlet air
for the brooding broiler chickens. The applied geothermal heating system used a heat pump to extract the
heat from the ground using a series of underground pipes filled with a refrigerant fluid. The heat pump
acted as a heat exchanger that heated the outside fresh air temperature from freezing to 16°C using
underground water as a heating source. The inlet air temperature was controlled by a regulator to adjust the
temperature setpoint in the broiler house. The warm inlet air replaced the air inside the barn, which was
ventilated using exhaust fans. The GHP barn was found to have a better air quality (lower CO2 and NH3
concentrations) in comparison to the conventional broiler barn and experienced lower mortality rates for
the birds than that in the traditional broiler barn.
Fawaz et al., 2014 [15], proposed a model based on a solar-powered heat and ventilation system for a
poultry layer barn. The system was made up of a parabolic solar concentrator that focused the incoming
solar radiation at the collector's focal point, which increased the circulating antifreeze (glycol of 30% by
volume) solution's temperature flowing within the insulated pipe. The heat energy was preserved within the
antifreeze solution due to its high thermal capacity and was later used as a part of a heat exchanger with
water inside a storage tank. The hot water was then deployed into the heat distribution units inside the barn.
An auxiliary heater was installed as a backup measure if the water-based system did not reach the required
temperature before being delivered to the distributing units. A tracking system was also proposed to
maximize solar radiation captured in the winter and prevent overheating conditions in the summer. Fawaz
et al., 2014 [15], based their heat gain equation on Duffie and Beckman [21]. The model used basic solar
energy equations for the thermal collectors and heat transfer equations for the heat exchanger. Upon running
the model, the results showed that the solar heating system could provide approximately 75% of the average
heat load.
Morshed et al., 2018 [16] compared two earth to air heat exchanger (EAHE) that used the sands' desert
weather and thermal features in Iraq to extract enough energy to heat a poultry barn. The two different heat
exchangers were tested for four months in a poultry house in Al Zubair, Basra Province. The system was
made of two parallel PVC pipelines placed two meters below the surface embedded in the sand. The
difference between the two systems was that one EAHE operated in regular dry soil while the other EAHE
was embedded in artificially wet soil. The underground water reservoirs were located much deeper than 2
m below the surface, meaning that it had no impact on the soil's temperature and the experiment. An axial
extractor fan was used to pull external air to the poultry barn from across the underground-embedded pipes.
Morshed et al., 2018 [16] modeled the system's thermodynamics using the primary heat transfer equations
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between the soil (wet and dry) and the external air pulled through the pipes. Based on the results, wetting
the soil around the pipe increases the soil's thermal conductivity and increases heat dissipation. During the
hottest hours, the coefficient of performance (COP) of the wet sand embedded EAHE was 1.7 more than
that of the dry sand embedded EAHE.
Gurler et al., 2018 [17] installed a self-sustaining HVAC system at a poultry barn in Kriton, UK, that relied
on a combination of geothermal and solar energy-based systems. The photovoltaic thermal array (PVT)
was used to meet the electrical requirement of the GHP system while also supplying a portion of the required
heating load at the barn using a polyethylene heat exchanger (PHE). The PVT system was made of 52
panels rated at 260 W mounted at the roof with a 15-degree tilt facing south, meeting the optimum angle
for Kirton's winter season. The GHP system was made of 50 vertical pipes (25 mm in diameter) connected
in series, and a horizontal pipe (32 mm in diameter) used to extract heat from the ground [17]. The
maximum output of the PVT was dependent on the solar cell's optimum temperature, which was maintained
by losing some of the high temperatures as the heat transferred through PHE into the barn space. The main
two aspects that affected the GHP system's efficiency were the soil temperature (varies by soil depth) and
the thermal diffusivity, which is dependent on several soil parameters such as soil type, density, and water
composition [17]. The solar array produced 984 kWh of energy supply and approximately 1300 kWh of
electrical energy (almost enough to power the GHP system fully) over two autumn months (October and
November 2017). Over the same period, the GHP provided around 3700 kWh, which, along with the PVT,
was enough to meet the heat load of the barn [17].
Cui et al., 2019 [18] provided a review study of the current renewable energy sources and technologies used
in delivering poultry barns with their required heating requirements/loads. The leading technologies
discussed were photovoltaic (PV), solar collector, hybrid PV/thermal, thermal energy storage,
ground/water/air heat pumps, lighting, and radiant heating. During the early days of life for broiler birds,
the brooding temperature is set between 30°C and 32°C, with the temperature dropping by an increment of
2°C to 3°C per week until it reaches a setpoint temperature of 21°C to 23°C at the age of 7 weeks [22]. The
relative humidity (RH) in the barn typically should be between 50% to 70%. If RH is above 70%, it might
increase the ammonia emissions, and if the RH value drops below 50%, it will cause the poultry litter to
dry resulting in dust-related issues. The previously mentioned inner environment conditions were
maintained by implementing heating and ventilation systems installed within the barns and powered by
renewable resources.
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The first renewable technology considered by Cui et al., 2019 [18], was PV technology. Solar PV is an
electrical production element, where the cell performance is a function of the cell's optimum temperature
and types. Solar radiation is captured by the PV cells and transformed into direct current (DC) electricity.
The DC is passed through an inverter, which changes it to alternating current (AC). The PV panels were
used mainly to supply the poultry houses with electrical power. A hybrid approach that combines both PV
and thermal collectors would allow the production of both electricity and heat simultaneously into the barn,
and thus would decrease the payback period. Solar collectors were similar in design to the PV technology,
but rather than generating electricity, it provided heat directly to the barn. Solar collectors are attractive and
have been already installed in various barns due to their reliability (can generate up to 80% of the birds'
energy/heat demand) and cost-effectiveness compared to fossil fuel options. The technology is used to
preheat the air before entering the barn, decreasing the barn's load requirements.
Heat pump (HP) systems are implemented in poultry barns due to their ability to absorb heat from a source,
such as soil, water, and air, and transmit it to another source while increasing it to a temperature suitable
for space heating. HP can provide savings of roughly 30%-70% on heating compared to fossil fuel sources.
One main application of heat pumps is by using a ground source heat pump (GSHP) system. The GSHP
allows for heat transfer between the chicken barn and the soil/ground through a heat exchanger. Cui et al.,
2019 [18] argued that the GSHP system allows for a reduction in the heating expenses since it extracts heat
from the soil and uses it to provide heating to the barn space. Another main advantage of the GHSP system
is the reduction in the CO2 concentration level within the barn. In the fossil fuel-run barn, the CO2
concentration level was 3,561 ppm, while the GSHP heated poultry barns had a lower level of 2,150 ppm,
thus increasing the air quality for the birds.
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2.3 Computational Fluid Mechanics (CFD)Analysis
Several recent studies [23], [24], [25], and [26] performed a CFD analysis to study the air distribution within
broiler poultry barns to ensure that they are within their thermal comfort zone. At the same time, studies
[27] and [28] studied the effect of air distribution on other kinds of livestock barns (swine and dairy,
respectively).
As seen in Table 3 below, Rojano et al., 2019 [23], Guerra-Galdo et al., 2016 [24], Bustamante et al., 2013
[25], Saraz et al., 2012 [26], Rong et al., 2016 [27] and Atkins et al., 2016 [28] all utilized different meshing
tools and CFD processors to simulate the air flow within barns. All the studies used k-ε model (standard,
realizable and RNG) to simulate the turbulence behavior of the air within the facility. Two studies accounted
for the sensible heat generation of the poultry by applying it as a heat generation boundary condition to the
floor. Various assumptions (symmetry, simplifying the geometry of the facility, neglecting some energy
gains/losses, etc.) specific to each case/study was applied to shorten the processing time of the simulation
run. The literature concluded that using the realizable k-ε model coupled with the wall enhancement option
would best reflect the turbulent air behaviour within the poultry facility. A heat generation term that reflects
the poultry sensible heat would be a good representation of the heat transfer taking place within. More
detailed summary of each papers methodology and findings is available below in this section.
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Table 3: Summary of CFD research papers on livestock barns

Source

Rojano et al.,
2019 [23]

Processor
Mesh

Livestock
CFD Solver

ICEM
(ANSYS)

FLUENT
(ANSYS)

Broiler
poultry
barn

Mesh type –
Grid Size (#
of elements)
hexahedral N/A (8.22 x
105)

Turbulence Model

Type of
Ventilation

Boundary Conditions and Assumptions

Realizable k-ε model

Natural

-

Guerra-Galdo et
al., 2016 [24]

StarCCM+

StarCCM+

Broiler
poultry
barn

Tetrahedral 0.4m (N/A)

Realizable k-ε model

N/A

Bustamante et.
al, 2013 [25]

GAMBIT

FLUENT
(ANSYS)

Cross
Mechanical

ICEM
(ANSYS)

CFX (ANSYS)

Mainly
Tetrahedral N/A (N/A)
Tetrahedral
and
Hexahedral (2.5 x 106)

Standard k-ε model

Saraz et. al,
2012 [26]

Broiler
poultry
barn
Broiler
poultry
barn

Standard k-ε model

Natural

Pig barn

N/A - N/A
(7.04 x 106)

1- Standard k-ε model
2- Realizable k-ε
model
3- RNG k-ε model
Standard k-ε model

Rong et al.,
2016 [27]

ICEM
(ANSYS)

Atkins et al.,
N/A
2016 [28]
N/A = Not Available

FLUENT
(ANSYS)

FLUENT
(ANSYS)

Dairy barn

N/A

-

-
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N/A

Cross
Mechanical

N/A

Sensible and latent heat generation
from poultry and litter and radiation
heat gain through the roof
Enhanced wall treatment
Convergence criteria of 10-10
Symmetry (modelled half a barn)
Sensible heat from poultry was
assigned as heat generation from the
floor
No heat generation (did not account for
poultry's heat generation)
Standard wall treatment
No heat generation (did not account for
poultry's heat generation)
The model did not account for
vegetation and obstacles in the area
Convergence criteria of 10-4
No heat generation (did not account for
pig's heat generation)
Enhanced wall treatment with Y+ < 120
Convergence criteria of 10-5

Rojano et al., 2019 [23] proposed a three-dimensional CFD model to study naturally ventilated poultry
barn's internal climate dynamics. The case study was performed on a poultry barn in West France. The barn
was positioned in the middle of a square domain with a total volume of approximately 30,000 m3. The 3D
model was then imported into ICEM Ansys to create a hexahedral cell type mesh. The number of elements
was determined based on the grid convergence index (GCI). The inlet and outlet of the domain were
assigned to the left and right sides, respectively, while a slip condition was assigned to the top and lateral
walls. Rojano et al., 2019 [23] used a Realizable k– ε model based on previous studies (Mohammadi and
Pironneau, 1994 [29]) that used this turbulence model to represent the flow behavior in livestock barns.
Enhanced wall treatment was used as per the Fluent options to capture the air behavior better when
transitioning from a laminar to turbulent flow as it steers away from the walls. The inlet boundary conditions
for the wind velocity, turbulence kinetic energy, and turbulence energy dissipation were set as equations as
per Richards and Hoxey, 1993 [30] suggestions. The humidity, indoor temperature, and radiation values
were set to the first set of experimental values. The animal's sensible and latent heat, along with the litter's
sensible and latent heat emissions, was established as a heat generation to the model's assigned areas. The
shortwave and longwave radiation heat gain terms were attributed to the roof of the building.
The CFD model solution was found following a pressure-based approach, the SIMPLE method, and a
second-order upwind discretization scheme. A convergence criterion of 10-10 was deemed satisfactory since
the continuity, x, y, and z velocities were stabilized after reaching 10-7. In contrast, the energy and residuals
stabilized at a criterion lower than 10-10. Rojano et al., 2019 [23] proposed three grid sizes to perform a
mesh independence study. Based on the calculated GCI value, it was found that a grid size of approximately
1.5 million elements had the best results with a GCI value of 0.8 when compared to a grid size of nearly
820,000 elements. Due to the available processors' computational power, the smaller grid size (820,000
elements) was chosen to decrease the running/processing time while maintaining the simulation's accuracy
and quality.
Experimental data from the naturally ventilated poultry barn during a production cycle was collected for
comparison with the numerical CFD solution for validation. Slight oscillations were seen within the
building due to the varying temperature and humidity levels at the time of collecting the experimental data.
These oscillations might be due to the natural ventilation and interior barn's dependency on the barn's wind
velocity. As the ventilation rate drops (wind velocity decreases), the barn's heating process accelerates, and
more heat is generated, warming up the interior climate. The CFD simulation was able to recreate these
oscillations verifying the model's accuracy by using time steps of 30 minutes. The CFD simulation showed
an average temperature and specific humidity of 15.73˚C and 9.18 g [H2O] kg -1 [dry air], respectively, in
comparison to the average experimental data of 16.24 ˚C and 9.83 g [H2O] kg
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-1

[dry air]. Such a small

variation between the experimental data and the CFD simulation results shows that the CFD model was an
acceptable representation of the poultry barn's interior climate.
Guerra-Galdo et al., 2016 [24] performed a CFD analysis of three different poultry barn designs named a
tunnel (T), semi-tunnel (ST), and improved semi-tunnel (IST). All three barn designs shared the same
dimensions but had different fan and window distributions along the walls. Windows with and without flaps
were considered, along with two different roof designs (flat or gable roofs), were also discussed to study
their effect on the velocity and temperature distribution. 24 CFD simulations were modeled to consider the
winter and summer seasons scenarios while implementing all the conditions previously discussed. The low
ventilation rate of the barn during the winter was performed under an ambient temperature of 5˚C. In
contrast, the exhaust ventilation rate of the two fans was set at approximately 13,500 m3/h. The summer
ambient temperature was fixed at 21.5 ˚C, and the exhaust ventilation rate of the eight fans was set at around
38,000 m3/h, hence simulating a higher ventilation rate of the barn during the summer season. The previous
ventilation rates and ambient temperature setpoints for both seasons were used as initial conditions for the
CFD model.
Guerra-Galdo et al., 2016 [24] used half a barn as a CFD domain with a symmetric wall boundary condition.
The mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations were included in the model to calculate the
energy and fluid transfers based on equations developed by Launder and Spalding, 1974 [31]. The
Realizable k-ε model was used to reflect the study's turbulence model to meet the mathematical constraint
related to Reynold's stress equations. The roof was made of a ceiling polystyrene sandwich panel with a
thermal transmittance (U) of 0.58 W m-2 K-1. In contrast, the wall was composed of precast concrete and
insulating polyurethane, accumulating a U value of 0.81 W m-2 K-1. The heat generated by the poultry was
found to be approximately 102 W m-2 and was assigned as heat generation to the barn's floor. The
temperature and air velocity calculated at the broiler level for each simulation run was compared to the
birds' comfort zone (18-25˚C) to ensure that the birds were not being placed in an uncomfortable
environment that might lead to heat stress or significant health implications. The IST configuration for the
summer season tended to provide the barn with the best velocity profile due to the high ventilation rate.
The roof design also affected the velocity profile and yielded better results under the flat roof design. The
window opening designs had a noticeable effect on the average air velocity at the animal level. Such an
outcome is undesirable in winter because the air velocity tends to increase when the window opening
increases, causing the animal's temperature to reach a lower level than the average barn temperature.
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Bustamante et al., 2013 [25] studied poultry barns' environmental conditions using a CFD simulation and
comparing it to a direct measurement for verification and validation. The study focused on understanding
the air velocity and distribution within the poultry barn to ensure that the birds were not under any thermal
stress. The validation was applied using a General Linear Model to compare and validate both the CFD and
the verification and validation. The broiler facility studied in this paper was in Villarreal, Eastern Spain.
The barn used forced ventilation powered by negative pressure systems. The barn has nine 1.28 m diameter
exhaust fans and another seven 0.68 diameter fans. Bustamante et al., 2013 [25] installed a multisensory
system composed of 24 air velocity sensors, 24 temperature sensors, and two differential pressure sensors.
The multisensory system provided approximately 23,000 field measurements that were later compared to
the CFD simulation results.
Bustamante et al., 2013 [25] used FLUENT as a CFD simulation processor and used the built-in meshing
tool (GAMBIT). The CFD model incorporated three main differential equations: continuity, conservation
of momentum (the Navier-Stokes Law), and the equation of energy. Bustamante et al., 2013 [25] decided
to use the standard k-ε model since it was the commonly used turbulence model in the agricultural
engineering practice due to its simplicity and acceptable accuracy. A standard wall treatment was chosen
for its simplicity. Eight different CFD simulations were performed under different situations (different air
inlets and a different number of operating fans).
The inlet temperature, inlet flow rate, and outlet flow rates were used to set the CFD model boundary
conditions. The mesh was refined while ensuring good quality (skewness less than 0.8) to stabilize the
numerical solution. Since the barn was empty during the data collecting stage, the CFD model did not
account for any broiler metabolism or heat generation. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used as a
method of validation between the CFD-velocity results and the data collected from the field sensors. The
results showed an acceptable similarity between the mean air velocity values for CFD simulations (0.60 ±
0.56 m/s) and field measurements using the multisensory system (0.64 ± 0.54 m/s), thus illustrating that
CFD can be used as a good representation of the barn.
Saraz et al., 2012 [26] used CFD to model the ammonia (NH3) concentrations inside a series of naturally
ventilated broiler houses. The paper also assessed the influence of the four identical poultry houses G1, G2,
G3, and G4 and surroundings. Three arrangements (A1, A2, and A3) were modeled under a typical summer
day in a tropical territory. Experimental data (temperature, humidity, ammonia concentration, and air
velocity) was collected from the poultry house using 36 sensors dispersed all over the building to compare
it to the CFD simulation results for validation. The primary equations included within the CFD model was
continuity, momentum, energy, and mass equations, which were solved using the finite volume technique.
The tetrahedral mesh was created using ICEM ANSYS, while the CFX ANSYS software was used as a
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CFD solver. The turbulence model adopted by this study was a standardized k-ε model, while due to the
assumption of a permanent state, a convergence criterion of 10-4 was chosen. Mesh refinement processes
showed a negligible difference in the concentration of ammonia computed upon changing the mesh size
and type, and hence the A1, A2, and A3 cases had 2,444,785, 2,456,883, and 2,448,331 elements,
respectively. Saraz et al., 2012 [26] found that the best barn arrangement was A1 as it decreased the upwind
barn effect.
Rong et al., 2016 [27] conducted a CFD review study that summarized the various functions and boundary
conditions used when setting up the CFD model for a livestock building/barn. It was argued that the
accuracy of the CFD model was based on parameters such as boundary conditions, mesh, discretization
schemes, and convergence criteria. The paper focused on picking the numerical models that best represent
and defines the governing equations, mesh refinement, and numerical methods for the Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) models. Rong et al., 2016 [27] also assumed that the CFD model users are familiar
with the boundary conditions (BCs) and initial values that they used and hence did not address their effects
on the model’s results. Rong et al., 2016 [27] performed a CFD case study of a pig barn located in Denmark.
Experimental data (airflow rate of the fan and air velocity) was collected from the barn's measuring points
consistently using an omnidirectional Air Velocity Transducer. The collected data was then used as a point
of reference to verify the CFD model by comparing the velocity outputs.
Rong et al., 2016 [27] generated the mesh for the case study using ANSYS ICEM, while ANSYS FLUENT
was used as a CFD solver. The three commonly used turbulence models (all available in the commercial
ANSYS FLUENT software) in the agricultural industry are the standard k– ε model, RNG k– ε model, and
Realizable k– ε model. During this case study, all three turbulence models were integrated and tested along
with the enhanced wall treatment option to solve the flow adjacent to the walls. The Y+ criteria of less than
120 were used to determine the first inflation layer's height since Y+ of 300 tends to provide some
unreasonable flow behavior near the walls. When adjusting the numerical schemes, it is suggested to
increase it to a second or higher order of accuracy to avoid false/artificial diffusion, which would be
achieved using first-order schemes. A convergence criterion of 10-5 was chosen, and the simulation kept on
running until residuals either converged or stabilized.
A mesh independence study was conducted using three meshes of 1.94, 3.66, and 7.04 million elements to
determine the mesh size's impact on the GCI. It was concluded that the higher the number of elements
increases the GCI quality, meaning that a refined mesh leads to a lower level of error. Lastly, several
approximations to the barn structure were implemented to decrease the model's complexity, leading to a
reasonable grid resolution. Although other conditions (mesh resolution, boundary conditions, and methods)
remained unchanged, the different turbulence models provided slightly different results. For instance, on
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the plane Z=1.2, the standard k– ε model and the Realizable k– ε model provided an elliptic vortex. Whereas
at the same location, the RNG model showed a cone-shaped whirlwind. Different flow patterns were also
observed between the standard k– ε model and the Realizable k– ε model located under the slatted floor.
Generally, the CFD computed velocities matched the velocity from measurement points, except point
X=3.67 and Z=1.2. At this point, the measured data was greater than the CFD counterparts, which may be
due to some barn features that were neglected in the CFD model due to barn design simplifications.
Atkins et al., 2016 [28] studied the effect of variable frequency drives (VFDs) in animal housing. VFDs
vary the fan airflow by running the motor input at low frequencies, hence moving the blades slower. Due
to the low airflow, more exhaust fans would be required to maintain the required ventilation rates. Atkins
et al., 2016 [28] performed a CFD study to compare the cold weather airflow distribution between a crossventilated dairy barn using VFDs and single-speed fans for ventilation. Air distribution and the energy
efficiency of running the low airflow VFDs were used to justify the extra exhaust fans' initial cost. The
ventilation rate and the dairy barn's air velocity during the cold weather were 85.0 m3 s-1 (0.18 million CFM)
and 0.2 m s-1 (40 FPM), respectively. The static pressure was calculated to be 0.2 Pa (0.0008 inches of
water) for the winter season case. The CFD solver used to study the air distribution within the barn was
ANSYS FLUENT. For comparisons, two CFD cases were simulated; a VFD case (11 fans running at 25
Hz) and a single-speed fan case (5 fans operating at 60 Hz). A standard k-ε model was used as a turbulence
model. The CFD results showed that the difference in airflow distribution between both cases (VFD and
single-speed fans) was minimal and would not play a significant role in justifying the VFD fans' installation.
However, the installation of VFD fans in a low static pressure barn seemed to provide more energy savings
than a single-speed fan for a yearlong continuously running barn operation.
The barn’s dimensions and geometry and the air velocity profile created by the ventilation rate result in an
incompressible fluid with turbulent properties within the barn environment. Within the CFD model, the
Reynolds - Averaged Navier – Stokes (RANS) fluid flow model was used to compute the mean flow
variables by employing a turbulence transport model to close the set of equations. ANSYS Fluent was used
as a CFD processor to solve the barn's temperature and velocity profiles. The primary two turbulence
closure models considered in this thesis were the standard and realizable k-ε models.
The standard k-ε model is the simplest, most used turbulence closure model within the agricultural
engineering field [25]. The model accounts for near-wall and free shear flow phenomena without changing
the constants or functions [31]. The standard k-ε model accounts for multiple low Reynolds-number
properties and turbulence behaviours while accurately predicting the boundary-layer-sed flows [31].
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The realizable k-ε model was developed by Shih et. al, 1994 [32] to provide a more realizable and accurate
representation of turbulent flow behaviour. The model's eddy viscosity formulation ensures realizability
while accounting for the mean rotation effect on turbulence stresses [32]. Shih et. al, 1994 [32] tested the
realizable k-ε model in various case studies and compared it to the standard k-ε turbulence model. The
results showed that the realizable k-ε model presented a better representation of the turbulent flow than the
standard k-ε model in most case studies [32].
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3. Poultry Barn Facility Description
The barn considered in this paper was a broiler breeder facility located near Thamesford, Ontario, Canada.
The ambient temperature, Ta, was found using the weather data for a typical meteorological year (TMY).
TMY data for Thamesford was not available, and therefore the TMY for London, Ontario, (approximately
20 km away from the barn) was used instead as an approximation. The barn setpoint temperature was
approximately 20˚C during all four seasons. Figure 1 below shows a schematic of the barn and some
common air properties, such as the density (ρ) and specific heat capacity (cp).
The barn dimensions are 122 m x 27 m x 7 m (height of the ceiling from within the barn is 3.4 m). The barn
walls are 25.4 cm (10in) thick three-layered wall and have a calculated thermal resistance rating of R-22
based on its material composition (7.6 cm concrete layers from both ends with a 10.2 cm SM board layer
in the middle). The roof of the barn had a thermal resistance rating of R-40. However, due to multiple
brakes within the roof due to airdrops, electrical cables, and water pipes, the thermal resistance was assumed
to be closer to R-20.
The number of birds within the facility is approximately 19,000 (16,872 hens and 2,026 roosters). A laying
hen with an average weight of 2 kg emits about 11.8 W, resulting in an anticipated heat generation from all
the birds of approximately 2.3x105 W [33] [34]. The Qbird acts as the only other primary source of heat
within the barn in addition to the current propane box heaters.

Figure 1: Schematic of the modeled barn.
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3.1 Ventilation System
The barn heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system consist of 64 air inlets (0.61 m  0.25
m), eight variable 0.46 m ventilation fans (18" diameter), eight 0.61 m ventilation fans (24" diameter), and
twelve 1.52 m ventilation fans (60" diameter). Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6 below show the ventilation
fans and their location within the barn's outer walls. The barn's current heating system consisted of four
propane-fired box heaters (Model: HH-SS-175-XL, refer to Figure 2) rated at 184.6 MJ (175,000 Btu). The
box heaters were supported with sixteen 0.61 m recirculation fans (Figure 3) that split the barn into four
zones (each zone had one heater and four recirculation fans). The recirculation fans are important as they
ensure the heat is well dispersed within the barn. The box heaters were turned on during the winter season,
and the barn temperature was regulated by controlling the speed of the ventilation fans. Over the 2019
calendar year, the barn consumed a total of approximately 9,500 L of propane to maintain the desired 20˚C
barn temperature.

Figure 3: 0.61 m circulation fan suspended from the ceiling

Figure 2: Box heater suspended from the ceiling

Figure 4: Small ventilation (0.46 m and 0.61 m) fans on the right side of the barn
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Figure 5: 1.52 m ventilation fans on the front of the barn

Figure 6: The twelve 1.52 m ventilation fans located at the front of the barn

Figure 7: Windows at the opposite end of the barn from the twelve large fans that act as air inlets during the summer season
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The barn's ventilation rate was determined based on the different ventilation stages provided by Glass-Pac's
ventilation technician, as shown below in Table 4. Seasonal ventilation rates are based on the number of
stages switched on, triggered by the temperature difference between the Ta and the Tsetpoint (Table 5 below).
During the winter season, only the 0.46 m ventilation fans were switched on, allowing for minimum
ventilation to retain as much heat as possible within the barn. In the shoulder seasons (spring/autumn), all
the side fans (0.46 m and 0.61 m ventilation fans) are switched on, to allow for more air exchange. Finally,
during the summer, the barn ventilation switches to a tunnel ventilation setting/system with all the fans
being shut off except for the 1.52 m ventilation fans on one end of the barn (Figure 6) while huge windows
(Figure 7) on the other end of the barn act as the air intake/inlet.
Table 4: Shows the different fan stages for the study barn provided by Glass-Pac

Stage

Variable 0.46 m
ventilation fans

0.61 m

1.52 m

ventilation

ventilation

fans

fans

Ventilation rate per stage (m3hr-1)

1

4

-

-

21,698

2

4

-

-

21,698

3

-

2

-

12,325

4

-

2

-

12,325

5

-

2

-

12,325

6

-

3

-

18,487

7

-

-

2

80,061

8

-

-

2

80,061

9

-

-

2

80,061

10

-

-

3

120,092

11

-

-

3

120,092

Table 5: Shows the ventilation rate per season based on the different fan stages

Maximum Ventilation Rate (m3hr-1)

Season

Stages

Winter

1

2

43,396

Autumn/Spring

1

6

98,856

Summer

7

11

480,366
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3.2 Thermal Imaging: Chicken Temperature
A FLIR Infrared (IR) camera (Exx Series) was used to estimate the chicken temperature, as shown in Figure
9 and Figure 11. The camera was used to capture different samples representing groups of birds to get an
average of the chicken layer's temperature within the Fluent simulation. The FLIR Tool was used to process
the images captured by the IR camera, and the temperature gradients were shown using a color spectrum.
The samples (El1, El2 and Bx1 shown in Figure 9) included more than three birds and were averaged to
approximately 23.5˚C. The highest temperature reading (roughly 36˚C) occurred around the head region,
whereas the lowest temperature (approximately 23˚C) was recorded around the body area, as shown by sp1
and sp2, respectively, in Figure 11. The body showed a lower reading than the head due to the feathers'
insulation covering that area. Using spatial averaging over the images, the chicken layer within the
simulation was assigned a value of 23.5˚C (296.5 K).

Figure 8: Original Image captured by FLIR Thermal Camera showing a cluster of chickens within the facility
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Figure 9: Processed FLIR IR image showing the temperature distribution upon different chicken cluster samples

Figure 10: Original Image captured by FLIR IR camera used to analyse a single chicken within the facility
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Figure 11: Processed FLIR IR image showing the temperature distribution of a single chicken
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4. CFD Methodology
The thermal comfort of the birds is a function of the barn's interior environment. Hence, it can be achieved
when the barn's indoor air temperature range from 21 - 23˚C [5] and the air velocity varies from 1.5 - 2.0
m s-1 [6]. The CFD model was created to ensure that the birds are within their thermal comfort during all
four seasons. The CFD model is tailored specifically to the study barn in Woodstock, Ontario. A
thermodynamic Box-Model for the study barn (Appendix A: Thermodynamic Box-Model) was performed
to give a better understanding of the barn specific boundary conditions. A three-dimensional model of the
barn was created using SolidWorks and uploaded to the CFD solver ANSYS FLUENT. The seasons were
split into two main cases, winter, and summer cases.

4.1 Experimental Data
A concurrent research project at the broiler breeder facility measured parameters such as ammonia
concentration, particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10), ventilation rates, temperature. The measured data on
the ventilation rates, temperatures and relative humidity were employed in the current study to establish
initial conditions and to help validate the CFD results.
A Fan Assessment Numeration System (FANS - Model G4-5403) was used to calculate the facility's
ventilation rate. The ventilation rate was measured directly as there are frequent discrepancies between the
actual fan flow rates and the specified ventilation capacities (due to worn drive belts, dust accumulation on
the louvers, etc.). Fancom Farm Manager software was used to record the fan speed at 5-minute intervals.
The temperature data was collected using Tinytag Plus 2 (Model TGP-4500) [35]. The temperature sensors
were installed at the ammonia sampling line location to record temperature and relative humidity (RH).
The fan ventilation rates, along with the fan diameters, were used to compute the outlet volumetric flow
rate of the fans, which was converted to an average velocity and implemented within the air outlet boundary
conditions in the CFD model. The temperature readings were used to validate the CFD simulation by
comparing the experimental temperature reading and the numerical solution for the same location.
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4.2 Boundary Conditions
Various boundary conditions were applied to the CFD model to approximate the case-study and imitate the
real-life scenario. Two cases were simulated: Case A represents the barn during the winter season, and Case
B simulates the behavior during the summer season. Various “name selections” (a meshing grouping
mechanism that lump various faces together) were created to help lump various sections in the barn that
share the same properties/boundary conditions. The fans' turbulence criteria (the inlets and outlets of the
recirculation fans, 1.52 m ventilation fans, 0.61 m ventilation fan, and 0.46 m ventilation fans) were all set
to a 5% turbulence intensity with varying hydraulic diameters. The hydraulic diameter was set as the biggest
eddy, which was interpreted as the exhaust fans' diameter for the outlets and the barn's height for the inlets
(summer case only). A summary of the applied boundary conditions for the winter season (Case A) is listed
below in Table 6.
Table 6: Summary of the winter season CFD model Boundary Conditions (Case A)

Name Selection

Type of

Temperature Hydraulic

Heat

Wall

Boundary

(K)

Diameter

Flux

thickness

(m)

(W m-2)

(m)

Conditions

Comments

Chicken

Wall

-

-

58.81

0

-

Circ Fans Inlet

Inlet Ventilation

293.00

0.31

-

-

Circ Fans Outlet

Outlet

293.00

3.35

-

-

Velocity: 1.62 ms-1

Ventilation
Floor

Wall

293.00

-

0

0

-

Inlet

Velocity inlet

263.00

3.35

-

-

Velocity: 1.2 ms-1

-

-

1.15

2.54E-1

-

-

-

1.15

2.54E-1

-

293.00

0.46

-

-

-

1.52 m ventilation Wall
fans
0.61 m ventilation Wall
fan
0.46 m ventilation Pressure Outlet
fans
Roof

Wall

-

-

1

2.54E-1

-

Walls

Wall

-

-

1.15

2.54E-1

-

Box Heater

Wall

-

-

2.39E4

0

-
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Cases B had minor changes to the boundary conditions in comparison to Case A. During Case B, the inlet
switched from the ceiling drops to big windows at the end of the barn, while the 1.52 m ventilation fans
were switched from wall to pressure outlet with a hydraulic diameter of 1.52 m. The velocity of air at the
inlet is set to 2.62 ms-1 which was computed using the study barn’s summer ventilation rate (Table 5) and
the inlet’s cross-sectional area. The addition of a GHPS would heat the inlet temperature (ideally by 10˚C)
for Case A and hence would allow for more ventilation while maintaining the barns setpoint temperature.
Whereas for Case B, the inlet temperature would be cooled (from 30˚C) to 22˚C; hence, less ventilation
would be required to reach the barn’s setpoint temperature (20˚C).

4.3 Mesh Study
The model's mesh was created using the ANSYS FLUENT built-in mesh processor, with the study's domain
being the inside of the barn. A mesh study was performed using three cases with different mesh sizes M1
(0.1 m), M2 (0.08 m), and M3 (0.2 m). The meshes were graded using a letter grading system from A to D
bases, with "A" being the best mesh quality and "D" being the worst mesh quality. The ANSYS User
Manual provided guidelines on the quality of meshes based on skewness and aspect ratio criteria [36]. The
manual suggested that the skewness criterion for maximum and average skewness should not exceed 0.95
and 0.33, respectively [36]. Simultaneously, the average aspect ratio should maintain a maximum value of
35 [36]. Another guideline considered is the recommendations set by ANSYS FLUENT solver, which states
that maximum skewness should be below 0.9, otherwise it might affect the results due to highly skewed
areas.
Based on the criteria stated above, M2 was found to be the mesh with the highest quality (mesh rating of
"A") since it had the lowest aspect ratio (2.60) and a maximum skewness of 0.89. M2 and M3 were awarded
ratings of A and C, respectively. Although M3 fulfilled all the suggested criteria, the maximum skewness
(0.95) was considered a highly skewed area by FLUENT and, hence, it was awarded the lowest rating of
the three cases. The slight difference in skewness between the different mesh sizes is due to the barn's
irregular shapes, such as the air inlets and chicken nest boxes. A summary of the three meshes is presented
in Table 7.
Although M2 had the highest mesh quality with roughly 69 million elements, it would require a higher
computer processor power to allow FLUENT to solve it within a reasonable time. In contrast, M1 was
ranked as the second-highest mesh quality, with approximately 35 million elements (almost half the
elements compared to M2). Based on the previously discussed criteria and due to the limited computer
computational speed, mesh M1 was chosen as the optimal mesh size for the CFD simulation (Figure 12 and
Figure 13).
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Table 7: Summary of the mesh sizes used in the Mesh Study

Case

Number of

Number of

Average

Max.

(Mesh Size)

Elements

Nodes

Skewness

Skewness

M1 (0.1 m)

35,577,316

56,909,233

0.22

0.89

3.18

A

M2 (0.08 m)

69,208,986

107,496,011

0.22

0.89

2.60

A

M3 (0.2 m)

6,198,497

11,310,194

0.26

0.95

18.41

C

Aspect Ratio

Mesh
Rating*

*Mesh Ratings:
A- Excellent mesh quality

B- Good mesh quality

C- Acceptable mesh quality

Figure 12: Case M1 Mesh (0.1m mesh size)

Figure 13: Case M1 Mesh zoomed-in view
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D- Unacceptable mesh quality

4.4 Assumptions and Approximations
Some assumptions and approximations were applied to simplify the CFD model to comply with the
available workstation processor ratings. Some geometry simplifications were in the form of eliminating
grooves, doors, and windows since they were negligible compared to the size of the barn and thus had little
to no effect on the simulation. The roof had a triangular ceiling space, used mainly for ductwork, gas, water
piping, and electrical wirings. Since the main concern of the study is the air behavior within the barn, the
ceiling space was neglected, and the ceiling of the model was changed to a flat rectangular surface. The
pillars running along the barn's center line were small compared to the barn's size. Due to their small
structure, the pillars created an area of very highly skewed meshes (>0.95 skewness), which goes past the
ANSYS manual mesh quality guidelines [36]. Therefore, the current barn CAD model did not incorporate
the pillars due to their minimal impact on the overall behavior of the air in the barn.
The barn is symmetrical down its length with an even number of air inlets, outlet fans, circulation fans, and
nesting boxes are either side and the centerline running through the x-axis was taken as a mirror line. Hence,
the model only solved half the barn and applied a symmetry boundary condition to account for the other
half.
Lastly, the chickens were distributed evenly across the barn floor and were usually lumped together in
groups. To represent the heat dissipated by the birds in the model, 30 cm high hollow rectangular boxes
were created over the floor of the barn to represent the layer of chickens and was assumed to have uniform
properties for heat generation. The wireframe isometric view of the barn model is given in Figure 14.

Figure 14: ANSYS barn model (wind frame view)
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5. Results and Discussion
The CFD simulations provided multiple contours that show the study barn's air velocity and temperature
profiles at different planes (XY, ZY, and XZ planes). The different contours were used to understand the air's
turbulent behaviour in three selected cases (Case A - winter, and Case B - summer seasons, respectively).
All cases relied on the realizable k-ε turbulence closure model along with the enhanced wall treatment. As
per Rong et al., 2016 [27], the Y+ criteria of less than 120 was used to determine the first inflation layer's
height accurately. The inflation layers were used to capture the fluid transition from turbulent to laminar
flow as it hits the walls. The simulation's Wall Y+ value was below the Y+ criteria (highest point was
approximately 95), as shown in Figure 15 below.

Figure 15: Y+ value of various wall-types (see legend for barn wall names)
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Figure 16: Section view of the model showing the inflation layers at the wall and floor of the barn

A convergence criterion of 10-3 was deemed satisfactory since the continuity, velocities (x, y, and z), and
the turbulence terms (k and ε) were stabilized after reaching 10-3 or lower. The residuals of all the terms are
provided in the respective case sections. The chicken layer was assigned a wall boundary condition by
FLUENT, and hence the velocity profile was very close to zero (at a vertical X-Z plane 30 cm off the
ground). Therefore, although the birds were approximated to be 30 cm in height, to better capture the
velocity profile, an X-Z plane located at 35 cm off the ground was computed for all three cases.

6.2.1 Case A (Winter Season)
For the winter case, the residuals were all stabilized after approximately 300 iterations with all the
parameters showing convergence at values of 10-3 or less, as seen in Figure 17. Since the residuals fall
within the set performance criteria, the temperature and velocity contours were generated to study the barn's
environment.
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Figure 17: Residuals for the winter case simulation

During the winter case, the barn's circulation fans were switched on to allow for enhanced air mixing within
the facility. The circulation fans created four different zones within the facility, as seen in the streamline
plot given in Figure 20 and the vector plane plot given in Figure 38. The four zones created a line of
symmetry across the barn (going through the middle of the X-Z plane). The temperature at that line of
symmetry is slightly higher than the barn's average temperature (Figure 36). Due to the four zones, the heat
from the box heaters is driven to the middle of the barn and creates a higher temperature gradient compared
to the rest of the barn. The temperature and velocity profiles of the chicken layer is portrayed by X-Z planes
shown in Figure 19 and Figure 22, respectively. The barn showed an overall average temperature of
approximately 23˚C (296K) in comparison to the temperature of the chicken layer at 27˚C (300K). In
contrast, the barn's average air velocity was 0.12 m s-1, while the velocity above the chicken layer was
approximately 0.11 m s-1. The barn also has a line of symmetry along the Y-Z plane (Figure 18 and Figure
21), showing almost identical temperature and velocity profiles at both ends of the barn. Although the barn’s
average temperature fell within the chicken's thermal comfort, the barn's air velocity was significantly lower
than the desired magnitude (1.5 – 2.5 m s-1 [6]), implying a lower air quality than desired. Various
temperature and velocity profiles showing Y-X and vector plot (Appendix C: Temperature and Velocity
CFD Contours - Winter Case) further support the barns reported average temperature and velocity values.
A summary of the winter case is available in Table 8 below.
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Figure 18: Y-Z plane showing the temperature at different barn section for the winter case

Figure 19: X-Z plane showing the temperature at the chicken level for the winter case
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Figure 20: Streamlines of air during the winter season showing the four zones created by the circulating fans

Figure 21: Y-Z plane showing the velocity at different barn section for the winter case
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Figure 22: X-Z plane showing the velocity at the chicken level for the winter case

6.2.2 Case B (Summer Season)
The summer case residuals were all stabilized after approximately 800 iterations (the turbulence k-model
was stabilized after 1800 iterations). All the parameters were showing convergence at values of 10-3 or less,
as seen in Figure 23. The highest criterion was continuity (10-3), and the lowest criterion was energy (10-8).
Since the residuals fall within the set performance criteria, the temperature and velocity contours were
generated to study the barn's environment.
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Figure 23: Residuals for the summer case simulation

During the summer season, the barn switches to a tunnel ventilation system, creating a wind tunnel effect.
That effect was portrayed by the streamline plot shown in Figure 26 and the plane vector shown in Figure
41 below. The wind tunnel effect meant that the temperature coming into the barn is slightly higher than
that leaving from the other end through the 1.52 m (60") exhaust fans. The barn had equally distributed
temperature and velocity profiles throughout the barn without any accumulation of heat or velocity along
the planes (Figure 24 and Figure 27). The temperature and velocity profiles of the chicken layer is portrayed
by X-Z planes shown in Figure 25 and Figure 28, respectively. The barn and the chicken layer showed an
overall average temperature of 27°C (300 K) and 28°C (301 K), respectively. The barn's average air velocity
was 2.3 m s-1, while the velocity at the chicken layer was approximately 1.5 m s-1. Both the average
temperatures are higher than the birds’ desired level of thermal comfort, whereas the velocity profiles lie
within the desired ranges. Introducing a cooling source would allow for a lower ventilation rate and
potentially bring the temperature averages within the desired thermal comfort ranges. A summary of the
results for the summer season is given in Table 8. Various temperature and velocity profiles showing Y-X
and vector plots (Appendix D: Temperature and Velocity CFD Contours - Summer Case) further support
the barns reported average temperature and velocity values.
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Figure 24: Y-Z planes showing the temperature profiles across the barn for the summer case

Figure 25: X-Z Planes showing the temperature profile along the barn for the summer case
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Figure 26: Streamlines of air during the summer season showing the air tunnel effect created by air tunnel ventilation system

Figure 27: Y-Z Planes showing the velocity profile along the barn for the summer case
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Figure 28: X-Z Planes showing the velocity profile along the barn for the summer case

The winter and summer seasons showed to an extent a degree of thermal comfort by having a slightly higher
average temperature than the desired poultry thermal comfort range (Table 8). The poultry tend to have a
higher than recommended temperature profile due to the amount of sensible heat emitted by the flock. The
poultry also experienced a lower and acceptable air velocity profiles, during the winter and summer season,
respectively, compared to the recommended range for the poultry’s thermal comfort (Table 8). Since the
birds are reasonably comfortable in the two seasonal extremes, then the shoulder seasons (autumn and
spring) should be acceptable with proper management of the ventilation system.
Table 8: Summary of all CFD simulation results for Winter, and Summer Cases

CFD Simulation Cases

Average Thermal

A

B

Comfort levels

(Winter)

(Summer)

for the barn

Average Temperature at Birds Layer (°C)

27

28

Average Temperature of the barn (°C)

23

27

Average Velocity of air at Birds layer (m s-1)

0.11

1.5

Average Velocity of air within the Barn (m s-1)

0.12

2.3
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20 – 23 [5]

1.5 - 2.5 [6]

6. Conclusion
Current farmers tend to use a lower ventilation rate than recommended in the winter season to preserve the
heat within the poultry barn. Using a low ventilation rate, the concentrations of particulate matter and
ammonia can significantly increase within the facility and thus lower the air quality, which can contribute
to higher bird mortality and morbidity rates. The CFD modelling demonstrated that during both the winter
and summer seasons, the poultry experienced both lower and acceptable air velocity profiles, respectively,
compared to the recommended range for the poultry’s thermal comfort. Introducing a GHP system would
allow for more heating during the winter season, which in turn would allow for an increase in the ventilation
rate ensuring that the air velocity profiles fall within the desired poultry thermal comfort range (1.5 ms-1- 2
ms-1). During the summer season, the GHP could provide a cooling component which in turn would provide
some cooling in peak temperature periods and decrease the ventilation rate of the barn during non-peak
temperature periods. Cooling and lowering the ventilation rates during the summer would ensure the birds
are closer to their recommended thermal comfort ranges for both temperature and air velocity profiles.
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7. Recommendations/Future Work
The following recommendations are based on observations and difficulties faced during the course of this
project. The proposed recommendations are meant to help improve the quality of work done by any
researchers working on projects of similar interest. These recommendations act as a guideline and tips to
further improve and develop the quality of work in this area of focus.
•

The current CFD setup does not incorporate some fine structure details such as the pillars at the
barn's middle, a mechanical room at the barn corner, and pieces of machinery such as the bird
feeders. Incorporating all the minor structural details would help deliver a more accurate
representation of the air turbulent behaviour within the facility.

•

Another recommendation would be adding the moisture terms, the solar gains, and a dynamic mesh
representing the birds' movement through the barn.

•

Improve more realistic boundary conditions for example, wall, and roof temperatures as well as
heat fluxes

Adding more detail to the barn structure and boundary conditions would increase the simulation's accuracy
but, in return, would add to the simulation running time. These recommendations are only applicable upon
the availability of a supercomputer that can run the simulation within a reasonable time frame.
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Appendix A: Thermodynamic Box-Model
A1.1 Box-Model Methodology
Energy Balance
The Box-Model is used to compare the current gas heaters implemented in most poultry barns and the
proposed GHP system. Based on the calculated Qload required by the barn, the amount of electricity needed
by the compressor to run the GHP can then be calculated. An economic comparison between the amount
of gas used and the power required by the proposed system will put into perspective the feasibility of the
GHP system. The project focuses on applying the basic energy conservation equation to perform a full
energy analysis on the barn. Energy conservation is applied to the barn by equalling the amount of energy
gained by the barn to the amount of energy lost as given by Equation 1:
𝑄𝑖𝑛 = 𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡 ………………………..…………………….….. (1)
The Box-Model's energy balance was based on the information and barn parameters of the poultry barn as
shown in Figure 1. The detailed energy balance, given in Equation 2 below, ignores the effect of relative
humidity on the energy gained or lost through the barn as it was deemed negligible in comparison to the
volume of the barn.
𝑄𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑑 +𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 𝑄𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 + 𝑄𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 …………………………………….….. (2)
The energy gained by the barn was divided into two main elements with the first source being the birds,
Qbird, which reflects the amount of heat dissipated by the chickens in the barn. The second source is
represented by the necessary heating (or cooling) system, Qload (the amount of energy required to maintain
Tsetpoint). The heat dissipated through the mechanical components (i.e. feed augers, manure scrapper belt,
etc.) was considered negligible in magnitude when compared to Qload and Qbird. The barn's energy losses
were also divided into two components with losses through the walls and ceiling, Qloss, and losses due to
the heated air being ventilated outside, Qvent. Qvent and Qloss were estimated by applying heat transfer
concepts.
Due to the temperature gradient between the outside ambient temperature, Ta, and the desired set point
temperature within the barn, Tsetpoint, heat will flow from areas with higher temperature to the area of lower
temperature. The heat transfer process leads to heat loss from the barn during the winter and some heat gain
during the summer. The model also assumed negligible heat loss or gained through the ground and solar
radiance as it maintains the barn's Tsetpoint. The equations representing the energy losses, Qvent and Qloss, are
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shown in Equation 3 and Equation 4, whereas the energy gain Qload is calculated by rearranging Equation
2.
𝑄𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝜌 𝑉𝑅𝑐𝑝 (𝛥𝑇) = 𝜌 𝑉𝑅𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑇𝑎 )…….………………………. (3)
where cp is the specific heat capacity of air (kJ Kg-1 K-1), ρ is the density of air (Kg m-3), and the VR is the
ventilation rate of the exhaust fans in the barn (m3 s-1).
𝐴

∑8𝑖=1 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑖 × (𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑇𝑎 )…………………………….………. (4)
𝑅
𝑖

where "i" represents the number of barn faces exposed to the ambient air (wall and roof), R represents the
thermal resistance (K W-1), and A is the area of the wall or the roof (m2) as shown by Equations 5 and 6.
𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓 = (𝑊 × 𝐿)….……………..………………..………..….. (5)
𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 = (𝐿 × 𝐻𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 ) + (𝑊 × 𝐻𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 )……..……………………….….. (6)
Equation 2 can thus be rearranged to determine and calculate Qload once all the other energy gains and losses
are computed.
To incorporate the GHP, it is assumed that the proposed system relies mostly on the GHP (QGHP) to meet
the heating requirement in the winter, with the gas heaters (Qheater) acting as a supplementary heat source.
The QGHP was sized to meet 75% of the poultry barn's maximum heating requirement on the coldest day in
winter as a conservative approach. The GHP's compressor electrical consumption was calculated using
Equation 7 below, with the default coefficient of performance (COP) being 3.6 as per National Resources
Canada guidelines [37].
𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 =

𝑄𝐺𝐻𝑃
………………………………………………....
𝐶𝑂𝑃

(7)

Fluid Properties: Air
Given the nature of the heat transfer equations, a set of values for the density (ρ) and the specific heat
capacity (cp) of air is desired to improve the solution's accuracy. Both density and specific heat capacity are
functions of the ambient temperature (Ta). Zografos et al., 1987 [38] developed property equations for air
that were later integrated into the MATLAB code to get hourly based air properties. The equations were
represented as a result of a line of best-fit graphs of the air's property tables. The equations are as follows,
𝜌 = 345.57(𝑇𝑎 − 2.6884)−1 for 150 𝐾 ≤ 𝑇𝑎 ≤ 3000 K………………….… (8)
𝑐𝑝 = 1.3864 × 10−13 𝑇𝑎4 − 6.474 × 10−10 𝑇𝑎3 + 1.0234 × 10−6 𝑇𝑎2 − 4.3282 × 10−4 𝑇𝑎 + 1.0613... (9)
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cp was calculated in energy per unit mass and temperature (kJ [kg K]-1) while ρ was calculated in mass per
unit volume (kg m-3)

Assumptions
The MATLAB model neglected multiple sources of heat gains such as heat transfer due to machinery,
lighting, solar, moisture and manure decomposition. These sources were neglected due to their small impact
on the overall load requirement due to the barn's significant volume.
Another major approximation was the ventilation curve associated with the study barn. Due to a lack of
data, an approximate curve was created to link the barn's ventilation rate with the ambient temperature. As
mentioned earlier in Ventilation System section, the barn's lowest ventilation rate (winter season) is 21,698
m3hr-1, whereas the highest ventilation rate (summer season) is 480,366 m3hr-1. It was further assumed that
the farmer would switch the ventilation to its lowest when the ambient temperature outside is -1˚C (or
lower) and switch to the maximum ventilation when the ambient temperature hits 29˚C (or higher). A data
set was created to match the ventilation data points with ambient temperatures (spaced evenly from -1 to
29˚C). Excel was used to create the relationship between both parameters, as seen in Figure 29 below. A
3rd order polynomial line of best fit was created (Equation 10). The equation was then used to represent
the ventilation rate at a TMY for calculating the Qvent.

Ventilation Rate of Change based on Ambient
Temperature
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Figure 29: Ventilation rate as the ambient temperature varies
𝑚3

Ventilation rate, 𝑉𝑅 ( ℎ𝑟 ) = 36.597(𝑇𝑎3 ) − 828.73(𝑇𝑎2 ) + 8977.3𝑇𝑎 + 30030...… (10)
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MATLAB Simulation
The MATLAB simulation was used to find the heat requirement and the GHP's compressor's electrical
consumption for the barn over all seasons of a typical meteorological year. The simulation considered the
energy balance of the barn to calculate the required Qload. The energy coming into the barn was in the form
of Qbird, whereas the energy losses were Qvent and Qloss. The default electricity price was set as $ 0.126/kWh
as per the Ontario Energy Board rate for non-residential properties [39]. The simulation provided results as
energy graphs, histograms, and cost analysis graphs comparing the propane option to the GHP. A flow
diagram explaining the logic of the code is shown below in Figure 30. The MATLAB code is shown in
Appendix B: MATLAB Code.
The MATLAB model was used to size a geothermal heat pump (GHP) that meets seventy-five percent of
the total load for the coldest days of winter. This would ensure that the GHP (QGHP) would be able to deliver
the full load during less intensely cold days (relying on the supplementary gas heaters (Qheater) during
extreme case scenarios) while not oversizing the GHP. The MATLAB model calculates the heating load of
the barn in positive values while the cooling load in the summer is shown as a negative value due to the
change in the temperature gradient between the barn and the ambient temperature.
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Figure 30: Flow chart of the MATLAB code

A1.2 Box-Model Results
The model solves the heat transfer equations simultaneously and calculates the total heating/cooling load
of the study barn during a TMY, as shown in Figure 31. As seen below, most of the cooling (negative
values) happens during the summer season (hour 4345 to 6552), with the highest cooling hourly load being
approximately 2,000 kW. The heating occurs throughout the winter season (hour 0 to 2160), with the
highest hourly load reaching approximately 90 kW. Finally, the shoulder seasons (Autumn and Spring)
showed a bit of heating and cooling depending on the hourly ambient temperature.
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Figure 31: Barn Hourly Load Requirement (kW) through a TMY (positive values indicate heating while negative values indicate
cooling)

A geothermal heat pump (GHP) was sized to provide 75% of the heating load for the coldest hour during
the winger. The designed GHP system was able to provide approximately 89.1% (1.34x105 kWh) of the
total heating load (1.50x105 kWh) for the TMY, with the supplementary gas heaters supplying the
remaining 10.9% (1.64x104 kWh) as illustrated in Figure 32. Figure 33 and Figure 34 show how the GHP
and the gas heater can combine to meet the barn's heating load requirement during the TMY. The GHP
cooling load was not enough to meet the summer cooling requirements, however, the applied cooling would
provide some additional cooling to the birds during peak temperatures and help drop the summer ventilation
rate during non-peak temperatures to a lower level. Lowering the ventilation rates would lower the
electricity consumption reducing operation costs.
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Figure 32: Heating load requirement of the barn during TMY and the load distribution between the GHP (QGHP) and the auxiliary
heater (Qheater)

Figure 33: Energy load of the barn over the TMY and how the GHP and the heaters combine to meet it
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Figure 34: Zoomed view of Figure 19, showing the winter season (0-2260 hours in a TMY)

The GHP system efficiency is measured by calculating the coefficient of performance (COP). The COP is
typically estimated by taking the ratio of the energy output of the GHP system (QGHP) and the compressor's
electricity consumption (Ecomp). For the current system, a default COP = 3.6 (reported as the minimum
COP for open loop systems by Natural Resources Canada [37]) was used for the assumed GHP system.
Figure 35 gives the resulting behaviour of between the QGHP and Ecomp. It was concluded that for a GHP
system with a COP of 3.6, the study barn would require a total Ecomp of 7.16x104 kWh to deliver the required
total energy load (Qload) of 7.83x105 kWh (accounting for both cooling and heating).
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Figure 35: Behaviour of the efficiency of the GHP system (i.e. COP) given by Ecomp and QGHP for the study barn over the TMY

As of 2019, the study barn spent roughly $7,000 on propane (approximately 21,000 litres at $0.33 per litre)
to provide the barn with its heating requirement for only the winter season. The cost of operating the GHP
system throughout the full year was calculated by multiplying the absolute value of the summation of the
QGHP by the price of electricity ($ 0.126 kWh-1) in Ontario (reported cost of electricity by the Ontario Energy
Board [39]). The cost of operating the GHP system, providing both heating and cooling for the whole year,
was approximately $9,000. According to the U.S Department of Energy, propane's energy content is 6.52
kWh l-1 (84250 Btu gal-1) [40]. The amount of propane required to meet the supplementary heating load not
covered by the GHP system was 2,500 L, which would cost approximately $830. Table 9 below shows a
comparison between the proposed and current heating system during the winter of 2019. A total savings of
$ 147,800 is expected when using the proposed system for 25 years (life expectancy of the GHP system).
Table 9: Comparison between the proposed and current heating system at the study barn for the winter of 2019 (January to April)

System
GHP

+

Supplementary

(Proposed system)
Barns Total Heating

-

GHP: 27,280

Demand (kWh)

-

Heater: 2,635

heater Propane

Heater

system)
29,915
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(Current

Quantity used

Cost of Running System ($)

-

7,578 kWh of electricity

-

92 Litres of propane

21,000 Litres of propane

1088 (955 for GHP + 133 for propane)

7,000

System Lifetime (Years)

25

25

Savings over lifetime ($)

147,800 (5,912 per year)

-

Additional info:
-

Rate of electricity for running GHP is 0.126 $/kWh

-

Rate of propane gas is 0.33 $/Litre

To get a perspective on the amount of savings, the cost of heating the barn during a TMY using GHP and
propane heater totals to approximately $6,000 (GHP - $5,200 and propane - $830) compared to $7,000 used
for only the winter season. According to the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, a GHP
system would have a life span of approximately 25 years [37] [41]. Various incentive programs are available
by the province of Ontario, that encourages commercial sector to decrease their gas and energy consumption
through installation of green energy friendly options such as a GHP system [42]. The difference in operating
costs, the decreased ventilation rates in the summer due to the cooling, governmental incentives and the
long-life span of the system would help offset the significant capital cost of the GHP and ideally provide a
payback period of less than 10 years. Although to get a better understanding of the capital cost a detailed
geothermal heat pump, heat exchanger and piping layout design needs to be performed and the cost of the
project taken into consideration. The proposed system only considers the energy aspect of the proposed
GHP system and the barn. Since the study barn has different ventilation systems for different seasons (see
section 3.1 Ventilation System), two different heat exchangers and piping layouts may be required to
provide the heating during the winter and cooling in the summer.
In conclusion, the developed MATLAB program was able to provide an understanding of the heating and
cooling requirements of a broiler breeder barn throughout the TMY (currently for London, Ontario). This
simulation can be readily adapted for any poultry facility by providing barn specific parameters. It also
integrated a GHP system and explored the operational costs of running it through all four seasons, giving
some insight on the financial and technical impact of implementing a GHP system. For the study barn the
yearly total energy load was 7.83x105 kWh, with the GHP consuming a total of 7.16x104 kWh to provide
the barn with its energy load requirement. The cooling load accounted for the bigger portion of the total
energy load with 6.33 x105 kWh while the heating load accounted for only 1.50x105 kWh. It is projected
that with an operating cost of $6,000 (GHP - $5,200 and propane - $830) along with various governmental
incentives, implementing a GHP system would result in ideally a payback period of 10 years or less. The
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payback period is an estimate and would be improved by incorporating the capital cost of the final design
(heat exchanger and piping layout) costs.

A1.3 Recommendations for Box-Model
•

Various parameters can be added to ensure that the Box-Model reflects the actual real-life scenario.
For example, the current Box-Model does not incorporate solar gain, moisture, and heat gain due
to manure decomposition. Incorporating such parameters would help create a more realistic model
and reduce the error percentage between the model and the real-life scenario.

•

Another recommendation would be adding a weather library to the model to make it a good
representative for all barns in Canada rather than representing only the Southwest region of Ontario.

•

The Box-Model’s energy balance was based on the demands and needs of the poultry facility and
did not incorporate the actual design efficiencies (such as piping layouts, heat exchanger efficiency
etc.). A detailed GHP system design needs to be provided to better capture the overall efficiency
of the system.

•

The operational cost represents the barn heating and cooling load cost for a whole year; however,
broiler breeder chicken flocks tend to get depopulated after 10-11 months. After depopulating the
flock, the barn shuts down for roughly a month, meaning that all HVAC systems are shut down
during that transition time. The MATLAB Box-Model did not accommodate any shut down period
(heating/cooling load equalling zero) due to the depopulation.
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Appendix B: MATLAB Code
The following is the MATLAB code to compute the energy requirement of the barn (Qload), the GHP load
(QGHP), the energy consumption of the GHP's compressor (Ecomp) and the heating load of the supplementary
gas heaters (Qheater).

clear;
clc;
% Loading the weather data for London Ontario for a typical meteorological year (TMY)
load data.txt
data = data;
% initializing the ambient temperature by picking out the 15th column and multiplies by 0.1
ta = data (:,15);
ta = ta*0.1;
tawinter = 0.1*data(1:2160,15);
taspring = 0.1*data(2161:4344,15);
tasummer = 0.1*data(4345:6552,15);
taautumn = 0.1*data(6553:8760,15);
October

%The ambient temperature from January to March
%The ambient temperature from April to June
%The ambient temperature from july to August
%The ambient temperature from September to

limi(1,1)=1;limi(1,2)=2160;
limi(2,1)=2161;limi(2,2)=4344;
limi(3,1)=4345;limi(3,2)=6552;
limi(4,1)=6553;limi(4,2)=8760;
%% Initializing the setpoints and promting the user to input it for all 4
% %seasons of the TMY [degree C]
tsetpoint_summerin = 'What is the barn temperature set point in the summer in Degee C?
';
tsetpoint_summer = input (tsetpoint_summerin);
tsetpoint_winterin = 'What is the barn temperature set point in the winter in Degee C? ';
tsetpoint_winter = input (tsetpoint_winterin);
tsetpoint_springin = 'What is the barn temperature set point in the spring in Degee C? ';
tsetpoint_spring = input(tsetpoint_springin);
tsetpoint_autumnin = 'What is the barn temperature set point in the autumn in Degee C? ';
tsetpoint_autumn= input(tsetpoint_autumnin);
% %Initializing the heat transfer parameters of the system
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COPin = 'What is the coefficient of performance of the heat pump?(If not sure enter 0 for
defult) ';
COP = input(COPin);
%Coefficient of performance of the Heat pump
if (COP >0)
COP = COP;
else
COP=3.6;
end
%% Initializing the parameters of the barn
Widthin = 'What is the width of the barn in meters? ';
Width = input(Widthin);
%Width of the barn
Heightin = 'What is the height of the barn in meters? ';
Height = input(Heightin);
%Height of the side of the barn
Lengthin = 'What is the length of the barn in meters? ';
Length = input(Lengthin);
%length of the barn
Heightpeakin = 'What is the height to the peak of the roof in meters? ';
Heightpeak = input(Heightpeakin);
%Height of the barn from the ground to the peak of
the roof
Rin = 'What is the thermal resistance of the walls?(R-Value) ';
Rwall = input(Rin);
Rin1 = 'What is the thermal resistance of the roof?(R-Value) ';
R_roof = input(Rin1);
Pricein = 'What is the cost of electricity in cents/kWh?(If not sure enter 0 for defult) ';
price_elec = input(Pricein);
%asking the user for the price of electricity
Price1in = 'What is the cost of fossil fuel in cents/kWh?(If not sure enter 0 for defult) ';
price_gas = input(Price1in);
%asking the user for the price of electricity
n_bird = 'What is the number of birds in the barn? ';
n_birds = input(n_bird);
%number of chickens in the barn
Q_b = 11.8;
%Energy dissipated by a chicken in [W]
Uwall = 1/Rwall;
%Thermal Resistance of Walls
U_roof = 1/R_roof;
%Thermal Resistance of Walls
HR = Heightpeak - Height;
%Height of the triangular face infront of the barn
AreaR = Length*Width;
%Area of the triangular face infront of the barn

% Finding Heat dissipated by all the chickens in the barn
Q_btotal = Q_b*n_birds/1000;
%Heat dissipated in [KW]
%% Initializing Heat transfer equations
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Q_ventilation = zeros(size(ta));
Q_loss1 = zeros(size(ta));
Q_loss2 = zeros(size(ta));
Q_loss3 = zeros(size(ta));
Rho = zeros(size(ta));
c_p = zeros(size(ta));
%Specific heat capacity of air in [kJ/kg.C]
dt = zeros(size(ta));
tsetpoint = [tsetpoint_winter tsetpoint_spring tsetpoint_summer tsetpoint_autumn];
Vset = zeros(size(ta));
E_comp = zeros(4, 1);
Q_GHP = zeros(size(ta));
Q_heat = zeros(size(ta));
Q_heater = zeros(size(ta));
Q_cool = zeros(size(ta));
Q_GHP_heat = zeros(size(ta));
Q_GHP_cool = zeros(size(ta));
%% Heat transfer Equations
for season=1:4
%Finding the density of air during the TMY
Rho(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)) = 345.57./(ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2))+273-2.6884);
%Finding the specific heat capacity of air during the TMY
c_p(limi(season,1):limi(season,2))=(1.3864e-13*(273+(ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)))).^4)(6.4747e-10*(273+(ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)))).^3)+(1.0234e6*(273+(ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)))).^2)-(4.3282e4*(273+(ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)))))+1.0613;
%Finding the temperature difference on hourly basis
dt(limi(season,1):limi(season,2))= (tsetpoint(season)-ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)));
%ventilation rate
Vset(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)) = (36.597*ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)).^3 828.73*ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)).^2 + 8977.3*ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)) +
30030)/3600;
%finding the heat loss through walls and roof
Q_loss1(limi(season,1):limi(season,2))=
2*Uwall*Width*Height*dt(limi(season,1):limi(season,2))/1000;
Q_loss2(limi(season,1):limi(season,2))=
2*Uwall*Length*Height*dt(limi(season,1):limi(season,2))/1000;
Q_loss3(limi(season,1):limi(season,2))=
U_roof*AreaR*dt(limi(season,1):limi(season,2))/1000;
end
for i=1:8760
if ta(i)<= 0
Vset(i)=21698/3600;
elseif ta(i) >= 27
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Vset(i)=480366/3600;
else
Vset(i)=Vset(i);
end
end
for season=1:4
%Finding the heat loss through ventilation
Q_ventilation(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)) =
Rho(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)).*Vset(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)).*c_p(limi(season,1):limi(
season,2)).*(tsetpoint(season)-ta(limi(season,1):limi(season,2)));
end
Q_loss = Q_loss1 + Q_loss2 + Q_loss3;
%total heat losses through the year
Q_loss_total = sum(Q_loss);
Q_load = Q_loss + Q_ventilation - Q_btotal;
%total load requirement (cooling & heating)
%% Conditions that would limit the Qload
% For-loop: switching the heating and cooling off if the dt (temperature difference is 1 or -1)
for i= 1:size(Q_load)
if((dt(i)>= -3) && (dt(i)<= 3))
Q_load(i) = 0;
end
end
%For-Loop to eliminate cases in winter where cooling is required
for i= 1:2160
if(Q_load(i)<0)
Q_load(i) = 0;
end
end
%For-Loop to eliminate cases in the summer where heating is required
for i= 4345:6552
if(Q_load(i)>0)
Q_load(i) = 0;
end
end
% Initializing the GHP load & sizing it to 75% of the Qload
Q_GHP = 0.75*Q_load;
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% For loop to determine the GHP Max load
Q_GHPmax = max(Q_GHP(1:2160));
%Heating during the winter season
for i= 1:2160
if(Q_load(i)<Q_GHPmax)
Q_GHP(i)= Q_load(i);
Q_heater(i) = 0;
else
Q_GHP(i)=Q_GHPmax;
Q_heater(i) = Q_load(i)- Q_GHP(i);
end
end
%Spring season
for i= 2161:4344
if((Q_load(i)>0) && (Q_load(i)<Q_GHPmax))
Q_GHP(i)=Q_load(i);
Q_heater(i) = 0;
elseif ((Q_load(i)> Q_GHPmax))
Q_GHP(i)=Q_GHPmax;
Q_heater(i) = Q_load(i)- Q_GHP(i);
end
%Cooling case
if((Q_load(i)<0) && (Q_load(i)>-Q_GHPmax))
Q_GHP(i) = Q_load(i);
Q_heater(i) = 0;
elseif ((Q_load(i)<-Q_GHPmax))
Q_GHP(i) = -Q_GHPmax;
Q_heater(i) = 0;
end
end
%During the summer season/Switching off cooling/since current ventilation system
%is providing enough cooling
for i= 4345:6552
if((Q_load(i) < 0) && (Q_load(i)>-Q_GHPmax))
Q_GHP(i) = Q_load(i);
Q_heater(i) = 0;
elseif (Q_load(i)== 0)
Q_GHP (i)= 0;
else
Q_GHP(i) = -Q_GHPmax;
Q_heater(i) = 0;
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end
end
%Heating during the autumn season
for i= 6553:8760
if((Q_load(i)>0) && (Q_load(i)<Q_GHPmax))
Q_GHP(i)=Q_load(i);
Q_heater(i) = 0;
elseif ((Q_load(i)> Q_GHPmax))
Q_GHP(i)=Q_GHPmax;
Q_heater(i) = Q_load(i)- Q_GHP(i);
end
%Cooling case
if((Q_load(i)<0) && (Q_load(i)>-Q_GHPmax))
Q_GHP(i) = Q_load(i);
Q_heater(i) = 0;
elseif ((Q_load(i)<-Q_GHPmax))
Q_GHP(i) = -Q_GHPmax;
Q_heater(i) = 0;
end
end
%% Heat transfer sum equations
Q_ventilation_total = sum(Q_ventilation);
Q_losses = Q_ventilation_total + Q_loss_total;
Q_load_Total = sum(abs(Q_load));
Q_heater_Total = sum(Q_heater);
Q_GHP_Total =(sum(abs(Q_GHP)));
E_comp = (Q_GHP)/COP;
%Electrical load requirement for the GHP compressor
E_comp_Total = sum(abs(E_comp));
Q_heat = Q_load(Q_load>=0);
Q_GHP_heat= Q_GHP(Q_GHP>=0);
E_comp_heat = (Q_heat-transpose(Q_heater))/COP;
E_comp_hT = sum(E_comp_heat);
%% Calculating the total electrical energy and the cost to run the Geothermal Heat Pump
%Calculating electrical requirement to run the Geothermal Heat pump in [kWh]
if (price_elec >0)
Cost_total= E_comp_Total*price_elec/100
else
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Cost_total= E_comp_Total*12.6/100
end
%% Plotting Graphs/Data
% Plotting bar charts showing heating requirements of all seasons of the year
figure(1)
Y = [sum(Q_heat) 0 0; 0 sum(Q_GHP_heat) sum(Q_heater)];
X = categorical({'Q load','Q GHP + Q heater'});
X = reordercats(X,{'Q load','Q GHP + Q heater'});
% Y = [sum((Q_load_winter)) sum((Q_load_spring)) sum((Q_load_summer))
sum((Q_load_autumn))];
bar(X,Y,'stacked')
% hold on
% Y2 = [E_comp_winter E_comp_spring E_comp_summer E_comp_autumn];
% bar(X,Y2,'FaceColor',[0 0.7 0.7])
hold off
title({'The Heating Requirement of the barn during a TMY season'})
xlabel('Seasons in a TMY')
ylabel('kWh')
legend({'Q load','Q GHP', 'Q heater'},'Location','northwest')
%% Plotting graph showing heating requirements per hour, GHP, and heater loads
% consumption of the year n hourly basis
figure(2)
plot (Q_load)
hold on
plot (Q_heater)
hold on
plot (Q_GHP)
hold off
title({'Barn load requirement against the load', 'supplied by both the GHP and gas heater in
TMY'})
xlabel('Hours in a TMY')
ylabel('kW')
legend({'Q load','Q heater','Q GHP'},'Location','southeast')
%% Plotting graph showing GHP and Ecomp
% consumption of the year n hourly basis
figure(3)
plot (Q_GHP)
hold on
plot (E_comp)
hold off
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title({'GHP energy output againt', 'energy consumption Ecomp in TMY'})
xlabel('Hours in a TMY')
ylabel('kW')
legend({'Q GHP','E comp'},'Location','southwest')
%% Plotting graph showing barn load requirement
% consumption of the year n hourly basis
figure(4)
plot (Q_load)
title({'Barns hourly energy requirement for a TMY'})
xlabel('Hours in a winter TMY')
ylabel('kW')
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Appendix C: Temperature and Velocity CFD Contours - Winter
Case
Shown below are plots showing the barn's temperature and velocity profiles modelling the winter case.

Figure 36: X-Y planes showing the temperature profile along the barn for the winter case
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Figure 37: Winter Velocity Contour (X-Y planes)

Figure 38: Winter case plane vector contour along various Y-Z planes along the length of the barn
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Appendix D: Temperature and Velocity CFD Contours - Summer
Case
Shown below are plots showing the barn's temperature and velocity profiles modelling the winter case.

Figure 39: Y-X Planes showing the temperature profile along the barn for the summer case
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Figure 40: Y-X Planes showing the velocity profile along the barn for the summer case

Figure 41: Summer case's plane vector contour
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